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this song is so bad that it should be a mod crap pack. if you could give me the laugh of the week this
would be it. gunsn' roses – sweet child o' mine to be fair the song has much better lyrics than the

album it was taken from, guns n roses is a band i actually liked some years back. i was a big fan of
disturbed back in the day and probably thought this song would be a ton of fun, but when i try and
play it now it sounds like a bad death metal cover band ripping off the guns album. disturbed has
arguably the best vocalist in music so i'm sure there is some interesting technique going on in the
recording. for a split second i could believe it was some tech demo a couple of years ago, but not
now. i like this song very much, its the best one from the pack i guess. its uplifting and makes you
want to jump up and down, i really enjoyed the strumming in the verses, like most of the stuff you

hear on the fricken xbox ads! a nice helping of earcandy and then a fluffball of catchy chord
progressions. in later game where you can replay songs you probably should do this one first, unless
you just like it. grim reaper is not my usual style of music, but this song works for me and makes me
wanna enjoy the song. the album is a good one though, i dont want it to be its just that its not on a

song pack and my personal taste is not usually what i play. never really liked roxette and now i know
why. i can pull out good strums and balance of course, but the lead sounds terrible. completely

unlike anything they did before. not a fan of her vocals either. still it is great that they get dlc and
will probably provide a lot of fun if you play a proper song pack and not just splicing the songs.
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If you are wondering why this is the case then I will suggest you make an account with one of the
players on Rocksmith 2014 or find the RVA guys. I'm a rock player and I play rock songs. It is

frustrating when I see some one ask for some songs that are out there but I have no idea how to get
them to play with me. This is my favorite band but I couldn't find them in RS2014 so I now have a

better understanding of why there is no music for me. If you have a problem go the place where it is
common and ask. Sorry for being off topic, but since this post got a few votes, I have something I'd
like to share that seems to go against everyone's belief, that if you buy from a site, you won't have

the same problems that people are having. My problem was that I bought the import tool from steam
first and the song pack later, after I already bought RS1. The song pack didn't load. I kept trying to
work with it without success, with the import tool. I was in the process of buying the 3 song pack

from steam to have it load at the time of this message, when I heard that I could just go to the shop,
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and click on the link for the 3 song pack that was given to me on the shop. I went to the shop, and
was able to choose the 3 song pack I already bought, and it has downloaded everything to the songs
tab without a problem. It didn't even have to redownload from the import tool. This should help some
people who bought things from steam, or anybody who has problems with the song pack. Now you

can download the custom DLC song pack you purchased, and install it into the song manager in
Rocksmith 2014. Once you've done this, you'll be greeted by a prompt to install the song pack. You

will need to go ahead and follow the prompts and follow these directions: 5ec8ef588b
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